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SPIRAL WOUND GASKET SW

The information in this publication and otherwise provided to users is based on experience and is provided to the
best of our current knowledge. Due to many factors which are beyond our knowledge and control affecting the use
of the products, no warranties are given or are to be held implied with respect to such information. The operating
limits shown in this publication do not constitute a statement that these values can be applied simultaneously. Do
not use the product at the associated maximum temperature and pressure values. The maximum temperature can
be sustained for short exposures in particular conditions. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Carrara S.p.A.,
Via Provinciale 1/E - 25030 Adro - BS - Italia
tel. +39 030 7451121 / fax +39 030 7451130
www.carrara.it - info@carrara.it

Composition

the Spiral Wound Product's Range includes all types of gaskets for any flanges. The
gaskets are made in the dimensions and materials highlighted by the International
Standard.
The Spiral Wound is the gasket that must answer to specific compressibility and
recovery requirements in order to guarantee the sealing. Therefore, Carrara produces
the Spiral Wound Gaskets on modern machineries equipped with tensile strenght
control to offer always the products that meet the requirements.
Thank's to the flexibility of own Dept. and the large stock, Carrara is able to ensure
fast deliveries also for modest quantity. Carrara offers consulting and technical
support for the right style choice.

Characteristics
Carrara's Styles

SW - spiral wound without rings
SWI - spiral wound with inner rings
SWC - spiral wound with outer rings
SWCI - spiral wound with outer and inner rings
LSSW - spiral wound LOW STRESS design
SW OXY spiral wound gasket for oxygen services

Applications
Spiral Wound Gaskets for Flanges

Tech Data
 

AISI 304 1.4301

AISI 316 1.4401

AISI 321 1.4541

AISI 316 Ti 1.4571

Monel (NiCu30Fe) 2.4360

Spiral Wound Gasket SW

Elasticity and the security:
Planisteel SW!
The spiral wounds product range
Planisteel SW includes all types of
gaskets for seal on the flanged coupling
of any kind.

The gaskets are realized in the
dimensions and steels previewed from
the regulations or in those request from
the industrial applications, from the
most common to the special ones. The
spiral wound is a gasket that must
answer to the requirement of
compressibility and elasticity in order to
guarantee the seal. Therefore, Carrara
S.P.A. produces spiral wounds on
modern machinery with controlled
winding tension, in order to always offer
an answering product to the technical
detailed lists of the regulations.
Thanks to the versatile of its own plants,
we are able to assure fast deliveries and
also for series of limited quantities.
Above that we offer consulting and
technical support that only a constant
effort of a strongly motivated teamwork
can express.
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